WE ARE UNIQUE MINING

Unique mining is a world class mining company established for the purpose of eradicating the stress and the high cost of personal mining by individuals through cloud mining, this noble project was achievable after the successful series and constant studies about cryptocurrency and bitcoin in particular. The company is co-owned by prominent individuals of expertise on cryptocurrency and big time investors with various qualifications on accounting, statistics, mathematics and other scientific disciplines.

We are also committed towards improving the living standard and uplifting the financial status of our esteemed investors across the globe through bitcoin mining.

WHAT IS CLOUD MINING

Cloud mining is the process of bitcoin mining utilizing a remote datacenter with shared processing power. This type of cloud mining enables users to mine bitcoins or alternative cryptocurrencies without managing the hardware. The mining rigs are housed and maintained in a facility owned by mining company and the customers simply needs to register and purchase mining contracts or shares. Since cloud mining is provided as a service there is generally some cost and this can result in higher returns for the miner.

OUR MISSION

Bitcoin is based on a protocol known as the blockchain, which allows to create, transfer and verify ultra-secure financial data without interference from third parties. While Unique Mining has the mission and target of having representatives across “99” countries in the next five years time.

OUR ADVANTAGES

Our mission as an official partner of Bitcoin Foundation is to help you enter and better understand the world of #1 cryptocurrency and avoid any issues you may encounter.

OUR GUARANTEES

We are here because we are passionate about open, transparent markets and aim to be a major driving force in widespread adoption, we are the first and the best in cryptocurrency cloud mining.

OUR PRICING

You can test our mining prowess with as low as $100 or $200, which earns you 3% in 24hrs.
All our investment packages have 14 days maturity with 5% referral bonus as stated below...

Level 1... 500-800 $ 5% daily
Level 2... 1000-2000 $ 6.5% daily
Level 3... 3000-4000 $ 8% daily
Level 4... 5000-6000 $ 10% daily
Level 5... 7000-8000 $ 12% daily
Level 6... 9000-10000 $ 14% daily

**CONTRACT DURATION**

We offer long term flexible contract to suit our investors day to day financial needs, we have three categories of mining contracts namely: Bronze, Silver and Gold.

: **Bronze contract deal**, enables you to mine with us for the period of three months, after which you can decide to pull out of the contract or perhaps progress to the next category. And all prospective investors under this particular category are to pay contract fee of 20 $.

: **Silver contract deal**, also enables you to mine with us for the period of six months, and a contract fee of 30 $ payable by those of the investors under this category too.

: **Gold contract**, while the gold contract enables you to mine with us for the long period of one year, as an investor under this category, you’re required to pay contract fee of 50 $. All contract fees are to be paid within 48hrs of registration of which is withdrawable and payable to the investor at the end of the contract expiration with 100% interest after deducting 5% for maintenance.

**BECOME OUR REPRESENTATIVE**

You can become our representative by networking the company in your country, in our quest to become a driving force in the world of cryptocurrency cloud mining, with the noble aim of having representatives in “99” countries across the globe, the company shall fund and sponsor any good plan or strategy of our prospective representative’s projects towards enabling them to discharge effective and efficient representation, the company shall as well appraise and reward five representative with outstanding performance annually. But for an investor to be qualified as a representative, they must be on the level three investment package of the company, which qualifies them to earn 100 $ monthly,
while you can as well earn 50$ monthly for being our coordinator on our various social media platforms any investor that wishes to become our social media coordinator must as well be on the level two investment package of the company.

PUBLIC NOTICE

We are open to critics and to accommodate, analyze, and review all our investors, partners and representatives’ suggestions and advice with the hope of including the said suggestions in our database, and towards upholding our profound aim of become a formidable cloud mining company to reckon with. Unique mining was established at the end of the five years rigorous research by the owners, while it officially started operations on the 27th day of December 2018.

Company address is at 7309 Flint Rd SE, Calgary, AB T2H 1G3 Canada. In case of any answer that you could not get from the FAQ on our website or any information not found in our PDF, kindly contact our 24/7 customer care on live support or through the email address provided on the website. The company is co-owned by Lina Marzouki, Marco Verda, Emilia Bella, Antone Bills and Marc Smith.

Thanks and nice doing business with you...